Abstract. Quadrature formulas for b a f (x) dx where derivative terms need only be evaluated at a and b in the composite rule are identified. Error bounds are given when f :
Introduction
We are interested in finding numerical integration schemes for This method is used in [1] . The composite rule is given in equation (3.1) . Taking p(x) = x(x − 1)/2 in equation (1.1) gives the trapezoidal rule. The Euler-Maclaurin formula follows from taking p(x) = B n (x)/n! or p(x) = (B n (x) − B n )/n! where B n (x) are Bernoulli polynomials and B n are Bernoulli numbers. The midpoint rule and Simpson's rule also follow from equation (1.1) [8] .
We find the integration schemes where the derivative terms need only be evaluated at the endpoints of the interval [a, b] in the composite rule to be similar to the Euler-Maclaurin formula (Corollary 3.2). The most important of these integration schemes are essentially the Euler-Maclaurin formula. Similar formulas are derived in [2] . Section 2 outlines necessary facts on Bernoulli polynomials. The desired formulas are found in Section 3. In section 4 we give sharp error bounds when f (n) ∈ L p ([a, b]) for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and find asymptotic estimates for these bounds as n → ∞. In section 5 we weaken the assumption that f (n−1) is absolutely continuous to merely assuming that f (n−1) is continuous. Then f (n) exists as a distribution and the error term can be evaluated with the distributional Denjoy integral. The error is estimated in terms of the Alexiewicz norm.
Bernoulli Polynomials
The Bernoulli polynomials can be defined recursively by B 0 (x) = 1 and
for n ≥ 1. The Bernoulli numbers are defined as
It then follows that
Integrating both sides of equation ( 
We may then conclude from equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.5) that B n = 0 when n > 1 is odd. It also follows from induction that B n (x) is monotonic on [0, 1/2] when n is even, and B n (x) does not change sign on [0, 1/2] when n is odd. Other properties of Bernoulli polynomials include
The convergence in equations (2.10) and (2.11) is uniform on any compact set. All these results may be found in [3] .
Main Theorem
It is useful to define some new terms before proceeding further. Let p be a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient 1/n! and f : [a, b] → R such that f (n−1) is absolutely continuous. Then
is said to be the integration scheme generated by p. We may now phrase equation
where
In general, the derivative terms in the composite rule need only be evaluated at the endpoints, a and b, if and only if
In other words, this happens when the derivative terms of f form a telescoping series in the composite rule. This motivates us to say that p is a telescoping polynomial for
In general, the function values of f in the composite rule cannot form a telescoping series since p (n−1) is linear. In the following theorem we charaterise the telescoping polynomials.
where c is an arbitrary constant, form the set of degree n telescoping polynomials.
Proof. Let p be a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient 1/n!. Write
Equating p ℓ (0) and p ℓ (1), it follows that p is a telescoping polynomial if and only if
The α k are then defined recursively as in equation (2.4) for 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and α n is arbitrary.
The composite rules produced by these polynomials are found by evaluating equation (3.1) with p(x) = B n (x)/n! + c.
The fact that c is arbitrary begs the question of how c should be chosen. We will focus on the cases when c = −B n /n! (n ≥ 2) and when c = 0. The f
terms in equation (3.2) are not evaluated when c = −B n /n!. In this way, taking c = −B n /n! gives the integration scheme with the least number of derivative terms generated by a degree n polynomial. The integration scheme generated by B n (x)/n! is also generated by a polynomial of higher degree. This is not true when c = 0. Define p n (x) = B n (x)/n! and q n (x) = B n (x)/n! − B n /n!. These polynomials relate to the choices of c indicated above. When n ≥ 3 is odd, p n = q n . Moreover, the integration schemes generated by p 2n , p 2n+1 and q 2n+2 are equal, and are essentially the Euler-Maclaurin formula. The following proposition shows some cases of when p n minimises the error estimate in equation (4.1). 
The desired conclusion is then easily observed. The inequality becomes strict for nonzero c when r > 1.
L p Error Estimates
We may use Hölder's inequality to estimate the error terms under the assumed conditions. Let 1/r + 1/s = 1 for positive r, s. Choose f so that f (n−1) is absolutely continuous and
Proposition 4.1 shows that this bound is sharp.
Hölder's inequality for series shows that
We may then estimate the error in the composite rules as
s . 
In general, calculating p r is a difficult problem. The following proposition gives some cases of when we are able to calculate this exactly for p n and q n .
Proof. (a) Let n be even. Then q n does not change sign on [0, 1] by equation (2.6). Hence,
(b) Let n be odd. Then p n is asymmetric about 1/2 while not changing sign on [0, 1/2]. Hence,
The final equality follows from equation (2.8).
(c) The first inequality is evident from equation (2.9). The second then follows from the first while noting equation (2.2).
(d) The first equality is essentially equation (2.6). The second equality comes from q n being monotonic over [0, 1/2] while being symmetric about 1/2 with q n (0) = 0. The inequality is essentially equation (2.7).
We now shift our attention to finding asymptotic estimates of p n r and q n r as n → ∞. Since the convergence in equations (2.10) and (2.11) is uniform,
Evaluating equations (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) at r = 1 gives:
It is well known that (4.10)
when r ≥ 3 is odd. Using equations (4.10) and (4.11) we find the following asymptotic estimates for p n r and q n r when r ≥ 2 is an integer:
as n → ∞ when r ≥ 2 is even, and
as n → ∞ when r ≥ 3 is odd.
Generalised Error Bounds
We initially assumed that f (n−1) was absolutely continuous on [a, b] . We may weaken this assumption to merely assuming f |F (x) − F (y)| and V [a,b] g is the total variation of g. All this on the distributional Denjoy integral is found in [6] .
Applying equation (5.2) to E (a,b) (p n + c, f ) gives the estimate
Ac V [0,1] p n when p n + c has a real root in [0, 1] . This is true for both p n and q n . It then follows that The total variation of p n may be calculated from the maxima and minima of Bernoulli polynomials on [0, 1]. See [4] for estimates of these upper and lower bounds.
We use the uniform convergence in equations (2.10) and (2.11) to give the asymptotic estimate
